: The slit height decrease as the function of plasma treatment time.
Supplementary materials
Supplementary material 1: The geometry of slits PDMS slits used in the experiments had a rectangular shape ( Fig. 1 in main text) . Before every experiment the slits were treated with a low intensity plasma, which was decreasing the slit height with time. One minute plasma treatment resulted in slits with ~140nm height. Increasing the plasma exposure up to 7min would result in slits of ~55nm in height. The width of the slits was not affected by the plasma treatment time.
Supplementary material 2:
The bond correlation function for 2.7kb DNA The relative good agreement between the cases εa = 2.5 and εa = 2.0 and the experimental data suggests that the adsorption process of DNA rings in the experiments is well described by an equilibrium process deep in the adsorbed phase where the actual value of εa ( i.e. εa = 2.0ε and εa = 2.5ε) is not crucial. Slightly higher value of the persistence length (lp=60nm) gives a better description of the experimental data.
Supplementary material 3: Orientation of the 8.4kb confined molecules
Similarly as for the case with 5.4kb DNA trapped inside 600nm slits, the 8.4kb DNA also adopted strongly deformed and squeezed shapes compared to non-confined molecules. We also observed hairpins and interwound structures on 8.4kb confined DNA (Fig. S4 ). Interestingly when 8.4kb DNA was confined inside the 600nm, the molecules tended to preferentially orient inside the slits. If the direction of the main ellipse axis for non-confined molecules was distributed over 180 degrees, when confined, the molecules tended to align along the slit axis (Fig. S5 ).
Figure S6: Experimentally measured bond-bond correlation function for 8.4kb circular DNA: control molecules (black squares) and translocated molecules inside 10μm (red circles) and 600nm slits (blue triangles)
The experimentally measured bond-bond correlation function for the 2.7kb DNA inside and outside the slits was identical, indicating there was no confining effect upon DNA translocation. Simulations data confirmed that both 600nm and 10μm slits would not influence the shape of the 2.7kb rings and the molecules could freely adopt 2D relaxed configurations
Supplementary material 4:
Bond-bond correlation function of unconstrained DNA molecules 
